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23 CHAIR MOLINA: (Gavel). Public Works and Traffic
24

Committee meeting for October 16th is now in

25

session.
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Good morning, Members. For the record, we

2

have in attendance Members Hokama and Pontanilla.

3

Excused are Members Kane and Tavares.

4

agenda items, Members. However, before we proceed

5

with discussion on these items, we will entertain

6

testimony from the public. Just as -- prior to

7

testimony, just as a reminder to the general public,

8

we do ask that you turn off all cell phones and

9

pagers, and that you will be given three minutes to

10

testify, with an additional minute to conclude your

11

testimony.

12

We have two

So with that being said, Members, we shall

13

begin with public testimony. First to testify will

14

be Jan McDonald, followed by Robin Ellway.

15

• . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

16 MS. McDONALD: Stand down here?
17 CHAIR MOLINA: Yes, ma'am.
18 MS. McDONALD: Right here?
19 CHAIR MOLINA: Yes, ma'am.
20 MS. McDONALD: My name is Jan McDonald, and I live in
21

Kihei. And first of all, my car was stolen on the

22

23rd of September. I have identified the person who

23

is now in jail and will not admit the theft,

24

although my stolen property was found in his other

25

stolen vehicle in Kula when he accosted an officer
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in the back of the four-wheeled vehicle. I have

2

been all over the island looking for my vehicle.

3

When I first went to Haiku, talked to individuals

4

there, they pointed out abandoned vehicles in the

5

parking area where the big shopping -- the small

6

shopping center is. They said there's one there,

7

8
9

here's one there, and there's one there sitting
there for -- from days to weeks.
Also, I went to Pukalani. I went to every

10

Upcountry area to look for my vehicle, and anyway, I

11

went to Pukalani Shopping Center Foodland and spoke

12

with Mary, the manager, and we were talking about

13

cars. She said these people that steal cars dump

14

four to five to six cars off on a weekly basis. We

15

have to pay $300 to have these vehicles removed.

16

That's in the thousands. I've seen abandoned

17

vehicles in my storage area, A-American. Two

18

vehicles were sitting there for maybe a couple of

19

weeks. I just noticed they were right by the

20

entrance when I went by. And there's a place up

21 -

Haiku called Jaws in the pineapple field where they

22

had found many, many abandoned vehicles. And they

23

randomly go look there, the police force, once in a

24

while, and there are a lot of vehicles that are

25

sitting Out there now. None of them are mine.
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But I don't know, I'm really kind of

1
2

disgusted with the situation on the island as far as

3

junk vehicles, and I believe it's all hooked up with

4

the car theft ring, a majority of it, and they dump

5

these vehicles, although mine has not been found.

6

It's probably in pieces.

7

crime rate was so high as far as stealing vehicles

And I had no idea the

and dumping them off is concerned.
9

And I'm really disgusted with the whole

10

situation.

11

island here, but then we have that criminal element,

12

and I think a lot of these abaindoned vehicles are

13

picked up by illegal salvage iards here and towing

14

companies, and I know there i

15

enforcing the fee if they findlthe owner who

16

abandoned the vehicle.

17

dollar fine, and they're concerned about not having

18

money.

19

We've got some wonderful people on the

the County is not

I understand it s a thousand
'

I think that -- I feel that the island of

20 ,

Maui is really getting just clUttered with all this

21

junk, and, you know, I was amazed that the crime

22

rate is so high.

23

MR. SALDANA:

24

MS. McDONALD:

25

Three minutes.
And I'M just saying I hope that the County

will try -- will make these salvage yards come up
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1

with proper paperwork. I understand there's only

2

one in the whole island of Maui that is licensed and

3

the rest are doing underground things, and as a

4

result, you're getting junk cars here, there,

5

everywhere. And, you know, I'm devastated. I'm out

6

about $4,000. My car was an '89 Honda Accord and I

7

saw the guy right there in the parking lot, and now

8

he's in jail and he won't talk. And I've been

9

looking all over the island, looking under tarps,

10

looking everywhere for my car. And I see old

11

junkers laying here and there and take a close look

12

and they're not mine. They're still sitting there,

13

though.

14

So I hope that something will be done.

15 MR. SALDANA: Four minutes.
16 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, you can conclude.
17 MS. McDONALD: Okay, and I hope that -- I think it lies in
18

the fact of having more police. It's a stricter

19

enforcement of law, of the salvage yards. And these

20

towing people, I don't trust any of those people any

21

more, except the ones that are licensed. I hope

22

that the County -- the Council will get stricter

23

laws and do something about it.

24 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay.
25 MS. McDONALD: Thank you very much.
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1

Committee

Thank you, Ms. McDonald.

CHAIR MOLINA:

2

Members, any questions for the testifier?

3

none, thank you very much.

4

Ellway, to be followed by Kathren Masten.

Seeing

Next to testify is Robin
Before we

proceed with testimony, the Chair would like to
We have

6

recognize the Staff members who are here.

7

Committee Secretary Clarita Balala, Legislative

8

Analyst Gary Saldana, and from the Corporation

9

Counsel'S Office we have Traci Fujita-Villarosa.

10
11

Good morning, Ms. Ellway, proceed.
MS. ELLWAY:

Aloha to all the Honorable Council Members
My name is Robin Ellway and I am a

12

here today.

13

student at Lokelani Intermediate School in Kihei.

.14

Every day I go to school I am greeted by nine junk

15

cars across the street from my school.

16

been there since I started sixth grade.

17

seventh grade, and I wonder if the cars will still

18

be there when I start eighth grade.

19

teaches us to be responsible, clean up our messes,

20

and to pLck up trash and throw it away instead of

21

just walking by it.

22

are becoming skeletons.

23

in the morning sun.

24

be done?

25

CHAIR MOLINA:

They have
I am now in

Our school

The cars that are -- the cars
Their broken class glitters

So when -- when will something

Aloha -- I mean mahalo and good-bye.
Thank you, Ms. Ellway.

Thank you.
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Committee Members, any questions for the testifier?

2

Seeing none, thank yoU. Next to testify is Kathren

3

Masten, and at this point this is the last person

4

that has signed up to testify. The members of the

5

gallery, you have one last opportunity if you would

6

like to testify on any of our items today, please

7

come on up and sign up at the Committee Secretary's

8

desk.

9 MS. MASTEN: Aloha, Council Members. My name is Kathren
10

Masten. I am with Pacific Auto Wholesale and also
Maui Auto Wrecking. I'm here to talk on a personal

12

level, a business level, and also as a mother.

13

Robin Ellway, the one before you, was testifying on

14

behalf of her own concerns with the cars. She keeps

15

asking us, because we own Maui Auto Wrecking, mom,

16

can you pick up those cars that are in front? Just

17

go over and pick them up. Get them out of there.

18

They're dangerous. They're ugly. You know, every

19

day we go to school we have a problem with these. I

20

say, yeah, it's not our job. It's the County's job

21

to pick those up or the people who own the property

22

to have them removed.

23

Even though there are no fences around this

24

property, it's obviously privately owned, so I

25

wonder where the owner of this property is and why
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their concerns to have these cars removed in front

2

of two public schools, not only an intermediate,

3

Lokelani Intermediate, but also Kihei Elementary.

4

This is where kindergartners are starting, and it's

5

just a bad situation that we are such a beautiful

6

island that our kids have to go to school every day

7

seeing the junk that irresponsible people are

8

leaving on the side of the road.

9

From a business point of view, I would like

10

to say that we have worked extensively for the last

11

six months to come up with enough information that

12

it seems -- it became undaunting -- it became so

13

incredibly large, the problem, that abandoned cars

14

is just a very small part of the automobile industry

15

and its problems here on the island.

16

Number one, I don't think it falls in the

17

County's hands so much as maybe you're responsible

18

to clean up the problem, but it does fall on the

19

State's responsibility, as far as what I found when

20

we had to go get our permits to operate as a salvage

21

facility to be allowed to store -- just to store 26

22

cars or more. It took extensive permits. It took

23

putting in containment areas. It -- you know, just

24

to process the vehicles to be able to store them.

25

And it just blows my mind that there are so many
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operations on the island that are not permitted.

2

The only way that I found this out was because I

3.

asked. I called the State Department of Health and

4

I asked them, how many places on Maui are permitted?

5

Well, as far as we know, you're the only one. Okay.

6

So where do all these cars go? Where does all this

7

stuff go?

8
9

But that's not necessarily a concern to us as
a business, because we do fine just the way we are.

10 MR. SALDANA: Three minutes.
11 MS. MASTEN: But -- sorry, sir, I'll finish this up.
12 CHAIR MOLINA: You have a minute.
13 MS. MASTEN: They -- they -- the problem is just -- it
14

just needs -- somebody needs to be put -- it needs

15

to be somebody's job, bottom line. Somebody needs

16

to be appointed to look at just this industry. I

17

know that Maui only has something like 134,000

18

residents, but we have, you know, over a half

19

million visitors that come here every year and this

20

needs to be taken care of just so that they don't

21

see our crud laying around on the ground. And it's

22

not the responsible people doing it. You know, if

23

it -- responsible people want to know where they can

24

take this stuff, but if there is nowhere to take

25

them, then how can they be responsible? If people
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1

who own cars and they have no money to dispose of

2

them, they have no outlet to call up and say, hey, I

3

can't dispose of this. I don't know how. And I

4

think that's the number one problem is the public

5

hasn't been addressed to the situation as far as

6

where to go to drop off their cars.

7 MR. SALDANA: Four minutes.
8 ME'. MASTEN: Or how to drop them off or how to fix the
9

problem that they have, and we don't have any

10

programs that actually help them to do that standing

11

current moment, to help them take those cars out of

12

their yards.

13 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay.
14 MS. MASTEN: So thank you very much.
15 CHAIR MOLINA: Sorry.
16 MS. MASTEN: And I appreciate it. Have a good day.
17 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, hang on, Ms. Masten. Committee
18

Members, any questions for the testifier?

19 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, I have one.
20 CHAIR MOLINA: Member Pontanilla.
21 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Good morning.
22 MS. MASTEN: Good morning.
23 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Where do you store your cars
24

now?

25 MS. MASTEN: We have a licensed facility -- a licensed and
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1

permitted facility in Central Maui Baseyard. Its

2

located about halfway down Mokulele Highway. We

3

receive cars for a minimal fee to -- to basically

4

pay for the base cost of disposing of the oil,

5

disposing of the tires, disposing of the batteries,

6

and of disposing of the carcasses, and these cars

7

are processed under law by the State of Hawaii's

8

laws, both HAR and HAR

9

store our cars, again, on our property. And we have

HRS requirements. We

10

plenty room for more, but we don't know -- I'm

11

sorry, I think I've answered your question. Sorry.

12

Go ahead.

13 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, thank you. Thank you.
14 CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you. Committee members, any more
15

questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank

16

you, Ms. Masten.

17 MS. MASTEN: Thank you.
18 CHAIR MOLINA: Next to testify is Mr. Mike Kitagawa, and
19

again, the Chair will ask one last time if there's

20

anyone else in the gallery who would like to

21

testify, this is your one last opportunity to come

22

up and sign up with the Committee Secretary.

23 MR. KITAGAWA: Aloha, Council Members, Mr. Chairman, and
24

the important folks of the County. My name is Mike

25

Kitagawa, owner of Kitagawa Chevron and Towing for
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the last 31 years. I'm here again to just add my

2

comments to the current problems of abandoned

3

vehicles. Basically we have this problem because

4

of -- we have irresponsible people, a lot of

5

irresponsible people. And part of the fault is --

6

if you want to call it fault -- maybe the County's

7

discontinuance of the County buy back program, which

8

was introduced by the Lingle Administration years

9

and years ago. And I don't know where this money

10
11

came from, but suddenly the well went dry.
Now we have a cancellation of the buy back

12

program and the people that want to responsibly take

13

their cars to the graveyard, we take it to Maui

14

Metal Recycling, and there we pay a fee of $105 for

15

them to process the car and remove all the oils and

16

tires and finally dismantle the cars as much as

17

possible and truck it to the barge where it goes to

18

Hawaii Metal Recycling on Oahu for its final

19

destination.

20

Basically I feel we have an extreme

21

non-enforcement of current ordinances. For example,

22

when a person sells a car to another individual, on

23

top of the LOC, the legal ownership certificate, is

24

a perforated section that says notice of transfer,

25

title notice of transfer, and unfortunately not too
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1

many of these things are done and executed. When a

2

person sells a car, the guy gives him 500 bucks, oh,

3

here's the car, brah, and it's gone. That's

4

starting to be part of the problem, okay. And we

5

have too many vehicles on the road. We have a

6

population of 130-some-odd thousand, I think I got

7

the information from local DMV that we have about

8

110,000 or 115,000 registered vehicles in the County

9

of Maui, including Maui -- Lanai and Molokai.

10
11

That's a lot of cars, folks, for the population.
And to this I would offer a cure. We

12

announce on the front page of The Maui News the

13

gravity of the problem and make aware of immediate

14

plans to rectify the situation by advising the

15

motoring public that the last registered or legal

16

owner of record will be liable for all abandoned

17

vehicle disposition fees. Aside from that, I think

18

it would be very prudent to create a special

19

depository fund assessed on all vehicles that attain

20

the age of ten. We don't have any problems with

21

brand-new cars being disposed of, but we do have a

22

problem with vehicles that attain the age of ten or

23

more. And these are the common vehicles that are

24

found on the side of the roads.

25

So if we assess a fee of whatever it is from
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1

the original date ten years later, this could be

2

deposited into a depository account specifically,

3

and not to be used as part of the General Fund for

4

the County, then we won't have any problems. Then

5

when the car dies and they take it to an authorized

6

facility and they fill out the forms, here we've --

7
8

we basically have reinstated the buy back program.
MR. SALDANA: Three minutes.

9 MR. KITAGAWA: Okay. So I think we should perhaps come up
10

with a fee of, say, $200 as a depository fee to

11

cover the cost of taking care of that abandoned

12

vehicle if the last person does not let the car die

13

and bury it legally. Now you're going to say, ooh,

14

but $200, that's a lot of money. Well, I'm sorry,

15

if you don't have $200 and you don't have the money

16

to put this car on the road legally, you don't

17

belong on the road, period. Okay. So ddn't give me

18

this -- this bit of an, oh, but we can't afford

19

insurance. Well, if you don't afford -- if you

20

can't afford insurance, you have no right being on

21

the road. It's a right and a privilege if your car

22

is legal. If your car is not legal, get out of here

23

and catch a bus or do something. But we really need

24

to apply a concerted effort on the take back program

25

and take our roads back and just welcome cars that
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1

are legal on our roadways. Thank you.
. .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. .

2

3 CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Kitagawa. Committee
4

Members, questions for the testifier? Seeing none,

5

thank you.
Committee Secretary, has there been any

6
7

additional requests for testimony? Okay, seeing

8

none, Members, if there are no objections, the Chair

9

will close public testimony for today on our agenda

10

items.

11 COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
12 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you. So ordered.
13 ITEM NO. 20: RE: AUTHORIZING MAUI ELECTRIC COMPANY,
LIMITED, TO REPLACE AND INSTALL UTILITY POLES ON
LOWER MAIN STREET, WAIALE ROAD, OIHANA STREET, AND
14
NAKOA DRIVE, WAILUKU, MAUI (C.C. No. 03-236)
15
16 CHAIR MOLINA: Members, at this time, prior to considering
17

the first item on the agenda, the Chair would like

18

to ask that we revise the agenda to consider Item

19

PWT-20 first, since there has been a request for a

20

deferral of this item. Is there any objection?

21 COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
22

CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay, seeing no objection, thank you. The

23

Chair will bring this matter again to the forefront

24

in the future real soon, and the Chair would like to

25

have this matter heard before a full Committee. Of
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1

course were just operating at minimal capacity

2

today, so I would like to have this item, which has

3

to do with authorizing Maui Electric Company to

4

replace and install utility poles on Lower Main

5

Street, Waiale Road, Oihana Street, and Nakoa Drive

6

in Wailuku, so the Chair would prefer to have a full

7

Committee to hear this item. So with that being

8

said, the item is deferred.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.

11

12 ITEM NO. 26: RE: ABANDONED VEHICLES AND ILLEGAL DUMPING
OF TRASH (C.C. No. 03-165)
13
14 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, Members, let us go to Item No. 26,
15

having to do with the item that has been talked

16

about in our testimony today, which is the abandoned

17

vehicles and illegal dumping of trash, and the

18

purpose of today's meeting is to give the Committee

19

and the public an update, since we last discussed

20

this item on July 31st, 2003, on the progress of

21

various programs to reduce and eliminate illegal

22

dumping.

23

And personnel invited to attend here, we have

24

the Deputy Director of Public Works and

25

Environmental Management, Mr. Milton Arakawa, and of
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course we have the Corporation Counsel

2

representative Traci Fujita-Villarosa, and we also

3

have the Finance Director, Mr. Keith Regan, as well

4

as the -- I'm sorry, Mr. Vila, I'm trying to

5

remember your official title, but I know you're from

6

the Finance Department as well, so forgive me on

7

that.

8
9

So at this time we would like to have -entertain comments first from the -- well, let me,

10

before I entertain comments from Public Works and

11

Finance, Chair would like to again just give you a

12

brief overview from our last meeting. We got

13

presentations from representatives from the

14

Community Workday program, Maui Scrap Metal, Maui

15

Tow and Transport, and the Departments of Finance,

16

Police, Public Works and Environmental Management.

17

The Committee received an overview of the problem

\18

and recommendations for how to address this problem.

19

As a result the Committee requested the

20

following: That the Department of Corporation

21

Counsel provide an assessment of existing

22

ordinances, the creation of vehicle disposal fee,

23

and opinion for requesting the State to increase the

24

fee and counties may charge -- increase the fee that

25

counties may charge for highway beautification. And
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19

we -- it was also requested that the Department of

2

Finance assess the implementation.of existing

3

ordinances, identify vehicle appraisal information,

4

outline an improved system for tracking vehicle

5

ownership, and provide the average age of derelict

6

or abandoned vehicles.

7

And finally, the Department of Public Works

8

and Environmental Management was asked to provide

9

information on the acquisition of a, vehicle storage

10

facility, the creation of a one-stop shop for

11

processing vehicles, an amnesty program, consider a

12

recycling program for empty propane canisters, and

13

assess the creation of a vehicle disposal fee.

14

So, Members, today I'd like to have the

15

various departments share their responses and

16

recommendations with the Committee, and so with that

17

being said, we'll start first with Mr. Arakawa from

18

Public Works.

19 MR. ARAKAWA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Rob Parsons, the
20

Executive Assistant for Environmental Concerns had

21

been working closely with our Department in coming

22

up with some ideas and solutions, but

23

unfortunately -- unfortunately he's ill today, so

24

let me try to give the Committee an overview, and

25

also Finance, of course, will be doing a
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presentation after me, but briefly I just want to
mention that the work that we have been doing has

3
4

proceeded on several fronts.
First, we are still working toward the

5

acquisition of a vehicle storage area and

6

development of a service and a processing area. As

7

you know, the County currently has a vendor in the

8

Central Maui Baseyard who provides a secure storage

9

facility for abandoned vehicles until such time that

10

they can be placed for auction. The yard can store

11

up to about 125 vehicles and the cost to the County

12
,13

to the vendor is about $105,000 per year. Since the
County, through the beautification fund, has about

14

$450,000 available for abandoned derelict car

15

removal, this does take up a significant chunk of

16

the available funds.

17

We are in discussions with the State to

18

utilize acreage at the old Pu'unene Airport

19

location. These lands are scheduled to be turned

20

over to the County by executive order. And we are

21

working with the State DLNR to secure a site

22

hopefully about the same size as the current site

23

that we are utilizing through the vendor. Once we

24

do secure the site, however, of course we'd have to

25

put in improvements, such as security fencing and
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whatever security measures might be necessary to

2

make sure that the cars and the yard do not get

3

broken into. Hopefully once the site is

4

established, it will provide reduced costs to the

5

County, which would enable more funds to be utilized

6

for the purposes of abandoned and derelict car

7

removal.

8
9

Finance has also been working on another area
to establish a derelict and abandoned vehicle

10

abatement program, and the intent here is to offer

11

options to the public well in advance of a car being

12

abandoned. One possibility here is some sort of an

13

auto buy back or an amnesty program, whereby people

14

would bring their abandoned or derelict vehicles in

15

and there would be no charge to them, or, you know,

16

they would be paid. back a certain amount to get rid

17

of their vehicle, as opposed to what happens now is,

18

you know, if you choose to get rid of a vehicle and

19

take it to Maui Scrap Metals, you know, there is a

20

charge involved if you have to take off the tires

21

and drain the fluids, et cetera. So that's an

22

option that Finance can go more into detail on.

23
24

25

Another option that was discussed briefly
before the Committee is this notion of an advanced
disposal fee which was brought up by Mr. Parsons,
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and one way this could be implemented is through

2

some sort of a front-end cost which would be levied

3

upon the sale of any new vehicle, and these fees

4

would then be earmarked for abandoned or junk car

5

removal, but the County by itself cannot establish

6

this fee. It would require some sort of an action

7

by the State legiSlature. So if anything, this

8

would be something that could be considered in the

9

long term, but I think it's something worth

10

discussing and seeing whether or not the County of

11

Maui is willing to proceed on this basis.

12

The other issue that the Committee had asked

13

us about is a possible recycling program for old

14

propane canisters, and this issue came about from a

15

new regulation from the Federal Department of

16

Transportation to address overfilling problems with

17

smaller propane tanks. And apparently the new tanks

18

require a new type of valve, which has resulted

19

basically in the old tanks being abandoned, many of

20

the old tanks being abandoned. To address this

21

problem we discussed the possibility of establishing

22

some sort of an amnesty or collection program. And

23

since it deals with of course flammable materials,

24

we'd like the Fire Department to be involved in some

25

fashion. And we are thinking about doing some sort
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1

of a collection event, something like what we do for

2

our paint exchange, where we would have an event

3

maybe once or twice a year. People could come in

4

and drop off their tanks free of charge, but of

5

course once it gets dropped off to us, it then

6

becomes our responsibility to dispose of it. At

7

this point we really don't have a good handle on the

8

amount of tanks that would be -- or could be turned

9

in to us, but we are thinking that perhaps 40 or

10

50,000 dollars may be needed for two collection

11

events per year as a start and then we'll see what

12

happens after that.

13
14

And at that point -- at this point may I turn
it over to Finance and they can go over --

15 CHAIR MOLINA: Yes.
16 MR. ARAKAWA: -- their questions.
17 CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Director. Next we have the
18

Director of the Finance Department, Mr. Keith Regan,

19

and also we have Mr. Lito Vila from the Department

20

of Motor Vehicles. Finally I remembered where --

21

what part of Finance you come from. I needed my

22

jolt of caffeine to get me going. Mr. Regan, if you

23

will.

24 MR. REGAN: Good morning, Chair Molina. Keith Regan,
25

Director of Finance for the County of Maui. I'll
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keep my comments brief, as my colleague here

2

mentioned a lot of things that I was going to go

3

over at any rate. So basically in addressing the

4

letter that you sent to us, you requested

5

information in regards to the implementation of Maui

6

County Code 20.20.060 to expedite the removal,

7

processing, and sale of -- and recycling of derelict

8

vehicles. And essentially the Department of Finance

9

relies on the Maui Police Department's general

10

orders, which would determine what vehicles are

11

considered derelict versus abandoned, and that would

12

determine what direction those vehicles take in

13

terms of their processing. Abandoned vehicles would

14

be taken to our yard and the derelict vehicles would

15

be immediately processed.

16

Second item referenced, the appraisal of

17

abandoned vehicles or derelict vehicles by the

18

County. And essentially we -- the Department of

19

Finance does not appraise the vehicles as they come

20

into the abandoned vehicle yard simply because we

21

auction off those vehicles. We put them out to bid.

22

So oftentimes you may have a vehicle that's

23

appraised at let's just say $300 and the highest bid

24

is $10 or something like that. So in that event, it

25

really wouldn't behoove us to spend a lot of time
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1

and effort on trying to appraise these vehicles if

2

in fact we're going on a bid-by-bid basis and it's

3

the highest bid without an upset price.

4

You also asked us to look into the guidelines

5

for appraising abandoned vehicles, and essentially I

6

went over that just a few moments ago, and also to

7

develop a system to assist with expediting the
tracking of those vehicles that have not been

9

registered with the County in two or more years.

10

And we are currently working with the County's MIS

11

Department to develop a program to help increase the

12

size of our history database so that it makes it a

13

little bit easier for us to be able to track those

14

vehicles that haven't been registered over two

15

years. As you know, currently the system is set up

16

to I guess sort of dump any data that's two years --

17

older than two years: So we have to manually go

18

back and search and identify those vehicles by VIN

19

numbers, which makes it a little bit time consuming,

20

but we're working on -- with MIS currently to get

21

that changed.

22

You also requested the average age of the

23

abandoned vehicle or derelict vehicles that are

24

towed, and it's about 17 years old. Milton

25

mentioned earlier about the DAVAP program, Derelict
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1

and Abandoned -- Derelict and Abandoned Vehicle

2

Abatement Program. We are currently -- we do have a

3

program that's been developed with the help of our

4

staff, Carol Takitani, Lito Vila, myself, I think

5

also Traci's been involved, as well as Rob Parsons

6

to help develop this program. We're currently

7

reviewing it. We're trying to identify areas in the

8

ordinance that may have to be revised, and we will

9

be coming back with our recommendations in terms of

10

those sections of the ordinance which need to be

11

revised so that we can implement this program.

12

Program itself is essentially we're going to

13

be allowing people who want to dispose of their

14

vehicles to have a couple of options. Because at

15

this time, as we heard one of the testifiers speak,

16

there really aren't too many options for people that

17

want to get rid of their abandoned vehicles. And

18

we're going to allow them two options, actually.

19

One of the options will be that they can call and

20

arrange an appointment with the Department of Motor

21

Vehicle -- I mean Division of Motor Vehicles to have

22

their vehicle picked up from their location and

23

processed. And if they wanted to do that, there

24

would be a fee that would be assessed for that, a

25

minimal fee to help us try to recover some of our
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costs associated with that.

2

The other option would be that they could

3

take the vehicle directly down to the processing

4

center to be processed and no fee would be charged.

5

The fee that I alluded to in the prior statement was

6

the fee to actually tow the vehicle, not to process

7

the vehicle. So they wouldn't have to pay for that.

8

We're trying to minimize the cost as much as

9

possible, as it seems that that -- that seems to be

10

the biggest barrier at this point in terms of

11

getting people to dispose of their vehicles properly

12

is the cost associated with that. So we are working

13

on that, as well as another leg of this program is

14

the enforcement side.

15

And we do have some issues with enforcement,

16

because oftentimes it's hard for us to identify and

17

locate those people who have abandoned their

18

vehicles. You say, well, you know, you have the VIN

19

numbers and it's easy and, you know, blah, blah,

20

blah, why aren't you doing it? Well, when you have

21

people who are now getting a little bit more smart

22

in terms of when they drop off these cars and

23

they're stripping all of the VIN numbers off the

24

vehicle, it makes it very difficult for our staff to

25

go back and try to identify those. I myself have
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been in a situation where I've located a vehicle. I

2

went out on the road, located a vehicle. There were

3

no VIN numbers on the vehicle, at least none that

4

were visible to me. I understand that there are

5

probably numerous areas where these VIN numbers are

6

stamped, including on the frame of the vehicle at

7

some location, but it's time consuming and it takes

8

a huge amount of effort to try to locate VIN numbers

9

when they've been stripped off the vehicle. I'll

10
11

just put it to you that way. We are trying.
Enforcement side, we also were looking at

12

249-10 in the HRS to try to possibly look at

13

unregistered vehicles. Because it seems to me that

14

there is a relationship between unregistered

15

vehicles. Logically there would be some sort of a

16

relationship between unregistered vehicles on the

17

road and those that become abandoned or derelict. I

18

don't know what that relationship is, other than

19

that I feel that probably -- and I'm just making an

20

educated guess here -- probably 70 to 80 percent of

21

the vehicles that are abandoned on the side of the

22

road are unregistered. And if we can somehow step

23

up the enforcement of 249-10 to try to take off

24

take those cars off the road prior to them being

25

abandoned, that might be one way of us coming at it

.
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at another angle through enforcement.
One last thing is that I don't know if any of

3

you read in the newspaper yesterday, and I believe

4

it was either Honolulu -- I think it was Honolulu

5

Advertiser, but they had an article about City and

6

County and their issues that they're having with the

7

abandoned vehicle -- abandoned vehicle problem. And
they're actually going to utilize volunteers to try

9

to go out and get these vehicles processed. And I

10

think that's a great idea, if that's something that

11

we can look at as a Council -- as the Council can

12

look at. I'm not sure what would be required

13

legislatively from the Council, but I know that the

14

police are very tasked. I mean, they have a lot of

15

responsibilities. And we can't -- I mean if we can

16

find other ways to try to get that problem resolved,

17

volunteers might be that avenue. I'm not too sure,

18

but I thought it was really interesting that City

19

and County was looking at that.

20

So with that, I did bring Lito Vila, our

21

Administrator for the Division of Motor Vehicles

22

here to answer any questions that you may have. And

23

I am available for any questions at this point. So

24

thank you, Chair.

25 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Director. If Mr. Vila
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1

has no comments at this time, the Chair would also

2

like to recognize that we do have representatives

3

from the Police Department and the Fire Department.

4

We have Sergeant Pellazar from the Police Department

5

and Lieutenant English from the Fire Department.

6

Gentlemen, at this time would you like to

7

comment on anything that's been said so far or on

8

the item itself of abandoned vehicles and illegal

9

dumping of trash? Not at this time? Okay. The

10

Chair will give you an opportunity later if you

11

would like to add your comments in.

12

Okay, Members, at this time the Chair will

13

entertain any questions or comments for all of our

14

Directors here. And the Chair also did invite

15

members of the private sector, who are in the

16

gallery too, if you're interested in hearing from

17

them. Some of the members in the gallery were here

18

at our last meeting to give their input on this

19

problem of abandoned vehicles and illegal dumping of

20

trash.

21

So let's go ahead and begin first with,

22

Member Hokama, any questions for the Public Works

23

Director or the Finance Department? Comments?

24 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: When can we anticipate some type of
25

working option for consideration, since I've heard
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1

that you folks are meeting and considering ways to

2

approach this concern?

3 MR. BEGAN: I wish I could give you a specific -- oh,
4

Mr. Chair, if I may.

5 CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed, Mr. Regan.
6 MR. REGAN: Thank you. One of the things that we need to
7

do is rewrite -- or make a suggestion in terms of

8

the ordinance itself, where we need to adjust it and

9

change it. So I believe that Traci will be working

10

on that with us. So we want to expedite this as

11

soon as possible, so whatever we can do to try to

12

speed it up, we will do that with working with

13

Corporation Counsel. They've been very helpful in

14

working with us as we're going along this process.

15

So I anticipate a lot of cooperation. So we

16

should -- I don't want to put a time frame -- I

17

don't want to commit them to a time frame or commit

18

us to a time frame other than we'd like to try to

19

get this done probably within the month.

20 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: That would be sufficient,
21

Mr. Director. I just think that when you have at

22

least a working deadline, you know, people try to

23

strive and get the job done, than have something

24

open ended.

25

Let me just ask you or maybe Mr. Arakawa,
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1

since you mentioned that no -- there's no upset

2

price and the bid may be very much lower than the --

3

an appraised value of a vehicle. Do we require that

4

when the vehicle gets turned over to a buyer that

5

the vehicle must be street ready, that all licenses

6

and safety checks and everything else is in

7

conformance? Or do we allow another illegal car to

8

go right back on the road?

9 CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed.
10 MR. REGAN: Thank you. I want to make one correction to a
11

statement that I made earlier when I said there was

12

no upset price. There is an upset price of $50, and

13

I apologize for that. But I'm going to have

14

Mr. Vila answer the rest of your question,

15

Councilman.

16 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you.
17 MR. VILA: Mr. Chairman.
18 CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed, Mr. Vila.
19 MR. VILA: Thank you. To answer your question,
20

Mr. Hokama, there is really no provisions within the

21

HRS to require that any vehicle ownership transfer

22

requires that that vehicle has to be registered at

23

that time. What we use to execute the transfer is a

24

certificate -- the present certificate of title that

25

is issued that's properly released, and the vehicle
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1

could be in working condition or it could be stored

2

and there -- and worked on, but there's no mechanism

3

for that.

4 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So for Corporation Counsel, since
5

the State statute does not require it, can this

6

County by ordinance require it?

7 MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: Yeah, I suppose -- Mr. Chair.
8 CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed.
9 MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: I suppose, yeah, we could take a
10

look at that. I think the problem is is that a lot

11

of these vehicles aren't in -- you know, in a

12

condition where they can be operated on the road,

13

and so -- and perhaps people are purchasing the

14

vehicles for parts or, you know, there could be

15

other reasons why they're purchasing the vehicle.

16

So, I mean, we could try and take a look at some way

17

of, I don't know, maybe trying to figure out if the

18

vehicle was -- is in a shape that can be repaired.

19

I mean, do you see, it's -- people can purchase

20

these vehicles for more than just to be driven off

21

and used. Because a lot of them aren't -- you know,

22

they're not in any shape to be driven off.

23 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I'm just, you know, thinking out
24

aloud, Chairman, so -- you know, but wouldn't we

25

have a concern, especially for Public Works, you let
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a person buy a non-street ready vehicle, more than
likely, like you said, they may use it for parts or

3

they'll take it to more than likely a residence.

4

They'll drain the oil. They may take out the

5

battery. Do the transmission fluids, air

6

conditioning fluids. Who knows who dumps what in

7

the County drainage and sewer system. Wouldn't that

8

be a concern from that standpoint, that we allow

9

this type of things entering the systems? Don't we

10

have some kind of obligation to ensure minimizing

11

negative impacts?

12 CHAIR MOLINA: Would you like to yield to Mr. Arakawa on
13

this?

14 MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: I'm sorry, I wasn't sure who he was
15

directing the question to.

16 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Well, whoever thinks -17 CHAIR MOLINA: Whoever would like -18 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: -- they need -- they have
19

jurisdiction over that question.

20 CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Arakawa, at this time would you like to
21

comment?

22 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Because I can tell you, I see what
23

happens by my sister's house. I mean, you know, the

24

students, they're doing -- they're fixing their

25

vehicle, I see them draining the oil. More than
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likely I don't think they take the effort to take it

2

to a proper oil disposal site. So are they just

3

dumping it on the side shoulder, going into the

4

County drainage system, where they're putting the

5

battery acid? I don't know, but we have no concern

6

that we allow this to continue in our residential

7

areas?

8 MR. ARAKAWA: Councilmember Hokama, you know, these type
9

of environmental concerns are I think broader than

10

just, you know, people buying cars from the County

11

abandoned vehicle yard. There are regulations --

12

State regulations as well as County regulations

13

which would apply, and certainly if there is illegal

14

dumping going on and complaints are filed with

15

either us or the Planning Department, we will

16

investigate that. I mean, that should not go on.

17

I think the other part of your question,

18

however, is even after a vehicle is -- all the parts

19

are taken and necessary pieces and parts are taken

20

from a particular vehicle, what does the owner do

21

with it after that? And I think that's the issue

22

that we're trying to wrestle with today with the

23

Finance Department as far as whether we should

24

accept those types of vehicles. Because there is,

25

you know, a cost that could be incurred on the part
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of the County should we just be responsible for that

2

at this point -- at that point when it's ready for

3

disposal.

4 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: What kind of obligation does the
5

County have to maintain standards of safety and

6

environment within our own impound program?

7 CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Regan.
8 MR. REGAN: I'm sorry, I apologize, Mr. Chair. Could you
9

please repeat that, Councilman.

10 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Mr. Director, is there standards
11

and conditions that the County must maintain for us

12

to run our own impound program? I mean obviously we

13

have an impound program. Police impounds cars. My

14

understanding is they just ran out of space. But do

15

we have requirements that we've got to fulfill,

16

whether it be with Department of Health, OSHA, EPA?

17 MR. REGAN: Mr. Chair, I'm -- Councilman, I apologize, but
18

I'm not familiar if there are any requirements. I'm

19

sure that there are requirements. I'm not too sure

20

what those requirements are, but I think Lito Vila

21

would like to maybe add a little bit more to that.

22 MR. VILA: Mr. Chair, if I may.
23 CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed, Mr. Vila.
24 MR. VILA: Yeah, as far as the abandoned vehicle storage
25

yard, if you're referring to that, as far as -- with
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1

the scope of work, we have specified that the vendor

2

is responsible for complying with all of the

3

requirements for State, Department of Health, and

4

all of the requirements in -- with -- along with

5

that fee that we're being charged. They are

6

responsible for that.

7 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: That's the only -- do we impound
8

vehicles for any other reason, Mr. Vila, besides

9

abandoned?

10 MR. VILA: Well, under the abandoned vehicle program,
11

first they have to be -- go through the process of

12

the abandonment declaration as outlined in Chapter

13

290. However, I know police may impound certain

14

other vehicles. I don't know under what criteria

15

that they follow, and Mr. Regan also alluded, too,

16

that we are looking at Chapter 249-10, where there

17

is a possibility to impound unregistered vehicle,

18

but along with that there will be a lot of other

19

things that we'll have to consider if it's decided

20

to go forward on.

21 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. An unregistered vehicle that
22

the police stop and cite, that driver at that time

23

of the infraction goes to court, right, and faces a

24

judge for disposition of the case; would that be

25

correct, Corporation Counsel?
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1 MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: I'm sorry, can you repeat it again,
2

what you were saying?

3 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I don't think that's an -- they
4

have the uncontested choice, right? If you get

5

stopped. You don't have a license. Your car is not

6

registered. The police cite you. You would go to

7

court to face a judge to have a disposition of your

8

case; is that correct?

9 MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: Well, that -- I'm not sure. I
10

don't know if it's something where you can just pay

11

a fine. I'm not sure. I'd have to look it up,

12

unless -- I don't know if the police officer might

13

be more familiar with that.

14 CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Hokama, would you like to hear comments
15

from the police?

16 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yeah, it would be interesting to
17

hear what the police have to say.

18 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay.
19 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, only because we are
20

aware -- and as Councilors we receive notification

21

from the Chief of Police saying that he has received

22

X amount of dollars, particularly in like Federal

23

forfeiture programs, when the County Department

24

participates in a Federal drug bust per se, vehicles

25

were used, houses were used. They go through an
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1

auction process, I believe, and the County gets a

2

portion of those funds. Obviously those cars got

3

to, you know, have some kind of value and we're

4

receiving money for our share. I'm wondering how do

5

they handle those impounded cars and how is it done

6

in a manner that the County receives revenue?

7 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Hokama. Sergeant
8

Pellazar, are you prepared to comment on Member

9

Hokama's concerns? If you will, please come up and

10

have a seat.

11 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And, Sergeant, you know, if you're
12

unable to answer that at this time, that's fine. I

13

was just curious how the Department handled it. If

14

not, we can send correspondence through the

15

Chairman.

16 MR. PELLAZAR: I'm sorry, what -17 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: How does the Department -- your
18

Department deal with impounding vehicles,

19

disposition of impounded vehicles, whether it be for

20

infractions of the traffic code, State law, County

21

ordinances, drug-related joint ventures with the

22

other agencies?

23 MR. PELLAZAR: Okay.
24 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Can you inform us how it's handled
25

from your Department?
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1 MR. PELLAZAR: Usually the only time we'll actually
2

recover or impound a vehicle, first off, dealing

3

with I guess in a traffic accident scene. If it's a
fatal or near fatal accident, we'd recover the

5

vehicles that were involved.

6 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And where would you take that
7

vehicle, Sergeant, please?

8 MR. PELLAZAR: Those vehicles would usually be stored at
9

the police station itself.

10 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Until the end of the case?
11 MR. PELLAZAR: That's correct. At that point it's
12

considered as evidentiary value, okay, but this is

13

not the -- not on all cases. The traffic

14

investigators pretty much determine if that vehicle

15

is going to be impounded or not or I guess kept as

16

evidence in that case.

17

In a drug forfeiture, again, those vehicles

18

would be stored at, the police station, again, until

19

such time that -- as it goes through its judicial

20

process. Once the disposition of that case has been

21

rendered, the case -- that vehicle is actually

22

shipped to Oahu for I guess like an auction process,

23

and --

24 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Nothing's done on Maui, then, per
25

se, Sergeant? Nothing's done on Maui with that
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particular situation?

2 MR. PELLAZAR: Not to my knowledge. I may -- I may be
3

incorrect, but to my -- from my understanding,

4

everything goes to I guess Oahu, have the Attorney

5

Generals handle I guess the actual auction process,

6

and then whatever proceeds come out of that auction

7

it's then divided up between the State and the

8

County.

9 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Let's get back to -- I'm
10

just trying to get an understanding of the whole

11

program, Sergeant. Let's say for that traffic

12

accident, evidentiary value, the case has been

13

concluded and the vehicle is a wreck. Do you call

14

Maui Scrap Metal? Do you call Mr. Kitagawa? What

15

does the Department do with that vehicle that it has

16

impounded?

17 MR. PELLAZAR: At this point I can't answer that. I don't
18

have the answer to that question as far as how

19

exactly the vehicle is disposed of.

20 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Vila, you're aware of
21

how the County, through your sister departments;

22

deal with that type of situation where they're

23

disposing vehicles after their official -- the

24

official use?

25 MR. VILA: From my memory, several times the -- in the
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1

past the Chief of Police has requested through our

2

Department that after the police has been through

3

with their use of that vehicle, they've actually I

4

think -- believe attempted to release it back to

5

their rightful owners, and if they don't, then since

6

it's essentially on County property and the police

7

impound yard, then that vehicle may be deemed
derelict or abandoned. It depends on the condition.

9

And if it's deemed derelict or abandoned, then on

10

those situations we have followed, you know, the

11

abandoned vehicle statutes to effect the removal of

12

that.

13 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, you would be notified so you
14

would remove it from the registered list of vehicles

15

and we'd go through a disposition process?

16 CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed.
17 MR. VILA: We would handle it consistently as how we do
18

handle any other type of abandoned vehicle that's

19

left on the side of the road.

20 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Which means the taxpayers
21

pay for it. Thank you, Chairman.

22 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Member Hokama. Member
23

Pontanilla, do you have any questions for our

24

resource personnel?

25 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yes, Chair, thank you. First
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1

off, for Public Works, you mentioned about the old

2

airport in regards to probably a site out there and

3

an executive order by the State need to be done. Do

4

we have any timetable on that?

5

6
7

MR. ARAKAWA: In talking with Rob briefly about it, we had
been in discussions with the state DLNR about it,
and we're hoping that some sort of executive order

8

could be done in either the latter part of this year

9

or early next year. That's the basic timetable that

10

we're looking at.

11 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And how many acres are we
12

looking at?

13 MR. ARAKAWA: At this point probably about an acre.
14

mean, we pretty much need the same amount of land

15

that the current vendor uses, which is about a

16

little less than an acre.

17 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So right now, other than the
18

vendor that we have that store vehicles, do we store

19

any other vehicles anywhere else?

20 MR. ARAKAWA: No, I don't believe so.
21 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Let's see,
22

regarding the -- this is for Finance. Right now

23

you're working with the MIS Department in trying to

24

obtain information as far as vehicles that are not

25

on the road for the last couple of years. As far as
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the information, what is your plans for -- to use

2

that information?

3 MR. VILA: Mr. Chair, if I may answer that question.
4 CHAIR MOLINA: Go ahead, Mr. Vila.
5

MR. VILA: Well, as far as the motor vehicle history

6

program, just to give you some background, our

7

Statewide database where the County records reside

8

is actually maintained by the City and County of

9

Honolulu. And that's accessed through the police

10

and various agencies so we share the same database.

11

Its sorted by County as to who owns that record.

12

Now, periodically those records have to be purged

13

due to the size limitations of the database files.

14

The problem comes when those records -- computer

15

records are purged and we have to determine who the

16

owner was or who -- when the last notice of transfer

17

was filed or when it was last registered, then it

18

becomes an arduous manual process of going through

19

microfiche records.

20

This motor vehicle database program,

21

hopefully, once it's put into place, will take those

22

records that are purged and it will keep track of

23

the various transaction changes in the database so

24

that we are able to say, put in your license plate

25

number or your VIN and be able to pull up the
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1

sequence of events that occurred to that vehicle

2

over a period of time, okay. Since 1998 I believe

3

the -- we've been storing data on CD-ROM, and

4

finally our MIS Department has that on their front

5

burner. It will be on a central database for the --

6

within the County. And since we are properly

7

networked, that will really help us in determining

8

who the vehicle owner is, at least back to 1998,

9

provided we can down load all of those data into

10

that current system. And that will also help us

11

in -- not only in the abandoned vehicle process, but

12

also in the responding to requests for information

13

from tow operators when they have to -- when they

14

tow a vehicle or when we respond to various -- or

15

thousands of subpoenas that we receive for our

16

records.

17 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So as far as whoever the last
18

owner was and because it wasn't registered for a

19

couple of years, is there a follow-up program to the

20

owner to find out what happened to the vehicle or is

21

anything planned for that? The reason why I ask is

22

that sometimes we do have the elderly that keep the

23

vehicle in their yard and part of their problem is

24

the cost to hire someone to take it down. You know,

25

I was looking in terms of what can we provide for
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1

the elderly that are no longer driving? You know,

2

what can we do to at least aid those people trying

3

to get their vehicles to a proper storage area or to

4

Maui -- Maui Trucking to be disposed of?

5 MR. VILA: Mr. Chair, if I may.
6 CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Vila.
7 MR. VILA: I think we're going down the same line. Let's
8

assume that that DAVAP program will come to

9

fruition, and part of that is going to be -- have to

10

incorporate a public education program that takes it

11

out to the County residents of their various options

12

and make them aware of what is available to them.

13

Now, when it comes to seniors, there's also other

14

mechanisms, you know. You have the senior centers

15

that you can go through. So hopefully our public

16

education campaign will address not only the seniors

17

but all of the other people, the working people, and

18

advise them accordingly to take advantage of that.

19 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Question on -- not
20

question, but a comment on the -- like Director

21

Regan had mentioned about volunteers to remove

22

abandoned vehicles. Can I ask question to one of

23

the people that haul the vehicles to the various

24

yards?

25 COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay, one of our towing
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representatives who are here as part of the panel

2

last -- Member Pontanilla, anyone in particular?
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3 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, anybody.
4 CHAIR MOLINA: Maybe Mr. Freitas, Mr. Kitagawa. Any
5

objections, Members? Okay. Mr. Freitas, if you

6

want to just stand there at the podium and respond

7

to Member Pontanilla's questions.

8 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Good morning, Jack.
9 MR. FREITAS: Good morning.
10 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: If we were to have like a
11

volunteer program to remove abandoned vehicles --

12

I'm looking at basically trying to aid the seniors

13

that don't have the means to bring their vehicles to

14

any of the yards -- would the towing companies

15

volunteer their services if we had like, say, an

16

amnesty day for the seniors to get rid of their old

17

vehicles?

18 MR. FREITAS: Well, I cannot speak for the other tow
19

companies. Aloha Shell, when we had our last

20

meeting here, he said that he tows vehicles for --

21

he volunteers his service to get the vehicles to the

22

tow yards. It's -- the State and the counties put

23

requirements on us that it costs a lot of money to

24

run these things, you know, insurance and TDI and

25

the whole thing. Volunteer how much? We don't
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1

know. You know, when the program goes into effect,

2

I'd probably look at it, I'm sure. Mike Kitagawa

3

would look at it, but to be volunteering taking

4

hundreds of cars off the road, I don't think none of

5

us could absorb those costs.

6 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Mr. Regan, I
7

was wondering if you could work with --

8 CHAIR MOLINA: I'm sorry, Member Pontanilla -9 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Oh, I'm sorry.
10 CHAIR MOLINA: -- any further questions for Mr. Freitas?
11

If not --

12 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, I'm through with Jack.
13 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Freitas.
14 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Jack.
15 CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed, Mr. Pontanilla.
16 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, if there's the
17

possibility of the Administration working with the

18

towing companies to see if something can be done, at

19

least for the seniors that we have out there in

20

trying to -- they're trying to get rid of their

21

cars, if you could.

22 MR. REGAN: Mr. Chair.
23 CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Regan.
24 MR. REGAN: Councilman brings up a good point. We're
25

always willing to work with vendors from the
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community to try to help our seniors. I wanted to

2

just clarify that my statement earlier in regards to

3

the volunteers was a volunteer program that City and

4

County's implementing to identify those abandoned

5

vehicles, not necessarily to remove the abandoned

6

vehicles. But you've taken it a step further, which

7

I think is actually probably an excellent idea to

8

try to look into.

9

Because I know that other communities, not

10

necessarily here in the State, but other communities

11

in this country have amnesty programs where they

12

work with their local tow companies to provide a day

13

of free service, in a sense, to remove abandoned

14

vehicles or derelict vehicles from certain areas,

15

perhaps, or in this situation, as you mentioned, to

16

assist our elderly people in the community who may

17

not have the funds to properly dispose of their

18

vehicles however they want to get rid of them. So

19

that may be something that we'll have to work

20

with -- and we're more than willing to work with the

21

tow companies to develop an amnesty day for our

22

seniors here.

23 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. One more question
24

in regards to disposal of propane tanks. Reading

25

back, it's -- in regards to the propane tanks, I
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1

understand that U.S. Department of Transportation is

2

requesting that, you know, we get rid of the old

3

tanks with the improper nozzle. Do we plan to

4

obtain some Federal dollarS in that?

5 MR. ARAKAWA: Councilman, right off hand I don't know if
6

any Federal dollars are available, but we can

7

certainly look. My guess is it's probably not

8

available, but we can certainly look and get a more

9

definitive answer to you.

10 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Thank you,
11

Chair.

12 CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Staying on
13

that subject of propane canisters, this is a

14

question either for Mr. Arakawa or Mr. Regan, it was

15

mentioned earlier that you had -- you're considering

16

a drop-off program for old and unwanted propane

17

canisters. What is the funding sources that you're

18

considering for this type of program?

19 MR. ARAKAWA: At this point we haven't identified any
20

funding source. We are looking at possible sources

21

within this year's budget, and if we cannot find any

22

funds to transfer for this new program, then we will

23

have to consider including that as part of the '05

24

budget proposal, which would be considered by this

25

Council.
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1 CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you. And one more on that. The -2

any specific drop-off location that you're looking

3

at, you're considering? I know I think the paint

4

drop off for Upcountry is usually held at the

5

Pukalani Terrace Shopping Center. Would that be, I

6

guess, one venue considered to drop off old

7

canisters as well as other areas in Central Maui?

8

Have you looked at any particular sites at this

9

point?

10 MR. ARAKAWA: No, we haven't really looked at particular
11

sites, but as I mentioned, we would like the Fire

12

Department involved in some fashion, whether it's at

13

particular fire stations or some other more neutral

14

venue, but, you know, we are dealing with a

15 •

potentially flammable material, so there is some

16

hazard issue that may be involved. So we -- we

17

would want to work with fire in determining the

18

applicable sites, and of course publicizing that

19

beforehand to make sure that people know about it

20

and know where to bring it.

21 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Arakawa. Lieutenant
22

English from the Fire Department, any comments at

23

this time about this proposed program that's being

24

considered? Would you care to comment? You can

25

just have a seat. I guess Mr. Arakawa is extending
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his seat to you.

2 MR. ENGLISH: Okay, as far as these LPG tanks, I know for
3

one -- one of the vendors do have like a buy back

4

program if they bring in -- if they buy a tank,

5

they'll bring in the old tank and the vendor with

6

take it back for them at no cost, or, I ' m sorry, at

7

a slight cost, but if you're going to do like a

8

Community Workday or a drop-off site, I think we

9

should educate the public now that it will be coming

10

up. Because we've been having a lot of tanks dumped

11

on the side of the road, cane fields, down at

12

beaches, which makes it very hazardous. With all

13

the brush fires going on nowadays, it's a matter of

14

time when something is going to happen because tanks

15

illegally dumped. So like I said, if you're going

16

to do a program like that, let's educate the public

17

that it is coming up, so don't get rid of your

18

tanks, hang on to them until, like I said, we have

19

some kind of protocol set up.

20

As far as for the Fire Department being a

21

collection site, I cannot really answer for that.

22

It would probably be the Chief. Like I said, how

23

much tanks are we going to be storing in each

24

25

department, how often is the collection site to a
designated area for the proper removal of the valve
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2

before the tanks can be disposed of, like I said,
all that has to be worked on.

3 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Lieutenant English. And,
4

Staff, if you can -- we could send out a request to

5

get an official response from the Chief as it

6

relates to the pick-up'area at fire stations, that

7

8
9

would be appreciated by the Chair.
And I'm staying on this subject. At our last
meeting we did have a representative from A&B

10

express their concerns about the dumping of these

11

propane canisters in the cane fields, and taking

12

into consideration the fact that there's been a rash

13

of fires recently in the cane fields. We have

14

Mr. Vicens in the gallery. Mr. Vicens, would you

15

like to offer any comment? HaVe these fires been

16

related to the propane tanks that have been dumped

17

in there and is it exacerbating the problem or

18

potentially could cause an even bigger concern for

19

this community? Although not as high profile as the

20

abandoned vehicles, the propane canisters

21

potentially could be something very serious if it

22

were to get out of hand So, Members, any

23

objections to having Mr. Vicens offer his comments?

24 COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objection.
25 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay.
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1 MR. VICENS: Good morning, Mr. Chair, Members of the
2

Committee. I think this would be a more appropriate

3

question for HC&S. However, we do have a community

4

relations meeting -- monthly meeting which is

5

scheduled today, actually, and I will ask them if

6

they have any -- if they've had any of this

7

particular type of canisters in the field. I

8

know -- I know we went to H'Poko a couple months ago

9

and they found 15 vehicles as part of the cane

10

growing process. And I know that we've been trying

11

to make arrangements to tow these -- get these

12

vehicles towed to Apana's area because nobody will

13

claim them and we can't move the field forward

14

unless we clear the land.

15

Whether the related fires tie into this that

16

we've had recently, I have no idea. All I know is

17

that the -- especially in the abandoned vehicle

18

arena, every one of our properties, shopping malls,

19

down at Kanaha Beach area where the royal order has

20

their thing we find lots and lots of automobiles.

21

Anyplace where we have a piece of property that is

22

sitting abandoned or for sale we end up

23

right across Costco we ended up on four or five

24

occasions pulling 20, 30 cars out of there because

25

these night raiders, as you will, come in and they
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1

just dump it. And we have no way of -- other than

2

blocking off the entrances to keep them from doing

3

this. If you block -- if you put the boulders at

4

your boundary, they put it in front of the boundary.

5

So, you know, it's -- until we can find some

6

mechanism to be able to really clamp down on the

7

guys, it will be a big help to the towers, it will

8

be a big help to the community.
Because, I mean, some of this stuff is

9
10

unsightly. Down on Waiko Road we have it all the

11

time. If you try to go up near the sand pits, it's

12

not uncommon to have five to ten vehicles abandoned

13

right at the entry to the road, sometimes to the

14

detriment of even getting to use the area. So, you

15

know, who's doing it is one question, but how do we

16

attach enough sting via penalties to make it

17

worthwhile is another important issue.

18 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Vicens. Committee
19

members, any questions for Mr. Vicens? Seeing

20

none --

21 MR. VICENS: But I will pose that question of the proper
22

HC&S guy today.

23 CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you. The Chair appreciates that.
24

And speaking of -- I'm glad you brought up Waiko

25

Road. The Chair happened to drive up on Waiko Road
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1

this morning and I saw two vehicles filled with

2

trash, so just for our consideration to have those I

3

guess removed. They definitely don't look usable.

4

The Chair has a question for Corporation Counsel.

5

However, before the Chair asks his question and

6

entertains any other questions from the Committee

7

members, the Chair will call for a recess. We shall

8

reconvene this meeting at 10:25. (Gavel).

9

RECESS: 10:15 a.m.

10 RECONVENE: 10:25 a.m.
11 CHAIR MOLINA: (Gavel). Public Works and Traffic
12

Committee meeting for October 16th is now back in

13

session. We'll now continue with our line of

14

questioning for our resource personnel on this

15

matter of abandoned vehicles and illegal dumping of

16

trash. The Chair has actually more as a request for

17

the Corporation Counsel to comment on their

18

correspondence. Members, it's in your binders dated

19

October 15th, and the correspondence was received in

20

the County -- Council Services Office yesterday

21

around close to 5:00 o'clock, so I don't know about

22

the other Members, but the Chair did not have the

23

sufficient time to totally review the letter. It is

24

rather lengthy. But I would like to ask the

25

Corporation Counsel, Ms. Fujita-Villarosa, to just
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2

touch upon some of the key points of this letter.
Ms. Fujita-Villarosa, if you will.

3 MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Basically we
4

answered -- the first part of the request was

5

whether the ,Council could establish a disposal fee

6

upon the sale of a new vehicle, or, alternatively,

7

upon the registration of a vehicle ten years old or

8

older for the purposes of funding the removal,

9

disposal, processing, and recycling of abandoned or

10

derelict vehicles. And I think as Mr. Arakawa

11

mentioned, this would require, you know, some kind

12

of State legislative action. And the reason is is

13

that State law already provides three methods for

14

the counties to recover the costs for processing of

15

abandoned and derelict vehicles.

16

The first is that we charge the fee at the

17

time of vehicle regiStration, which is -- which

18

we've maxed out at $5, which is the most that the

19

State will allow us to charge. Secondly, we're

20

authorized to retain the proceeds from the sale of

21

abandoned or derelict vehicle. And then finally,

22

we're authorized to file claims against the

23

abandoned or derelict vehicle owners for any

24

deficiencies between the sale proceeds and expenses.

25

Now, on paper it looks like we're covered,
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1

because, you know, we're supposedly being -- we're

2

supposed to be able to recoup all of our expenses.

3

But as you've heard, the reality is it's very

4

difficult to file the claims against the owners,

5

first to -- if there's -- first to find a VIN

6

number. Secondly, somebody would need to research,

7

you know, to find out where this owner is and maybe

8

file -- maybe have to go to collection agency, but

9

there would be a lot of steps involved.
So towards the end of my memo I sort of raise

10
11

several practical I guess issues. And, again, you

12

know, as with all enforcement, you know, it comes

13

down to resources. It's just going to -- it's just

14

going to require additional resources to follow up

15

basically on -- and holding the vehicle owners

16

responsible for abandoning their vehicle. You know,

17

police would probably need additional assistance in

18

identifying the vehicles. Finance would probably

19

need additional assistance for researching and

20

following up with these claims against the vehicle

21

owners.

22
23
24

25

So, you know, I guess just in summary, you
know, State law does provide the County with several
methods to deal with this problem, but it's -- it's
not -- it's not simple to implement, and I think
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that although the police and Finance are trying

2

their best, you know, it would just take

3

considerable amount of resources and effort to I

4

guess aggressively -- aggressively enforce this --

5

this law.

6

There was one other thing I wanted to

7

mention. Finance is working on developing this new

8

program to alleviate the situation. And one thing

9

that perhaps Council can work -- can do now is to

10

amend the Maui County Code to authorize the Director

11

of Finance to establish rules. Because there's no

12

section in the Code currently that authorizes the

13

Director to do this. So if the Code authorized the

14

Director to establish rules to establish this type

15

of a program, then as soon as Finance has the

16

program, you know, figured all out, 'then we can just

17

go to public hearing and get the program

18

implemented.

19 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Ms. Fujita-Villarosa.
20

Members, any comments or questions for the

21

Corporation Counsel? Okay, seeing none, any other

22

questions for our --

23 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman.
24 CHAIR MOLINA: Member Hokama.
25 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: If I may.
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1 CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed.
2 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I was listening to Corp. Counsel's
3

suggestions, and I guess that's one way to do it,

4

Chairman. I would hope we would look at also, and

5

it may not be the right way, but reverse the burden.

6

It always seems that the responsible people, the

7

County becomes the bearer of the burden to prove

8

7-

prove the irresponsibility of an actual individual.

9

Well, maybe we need to do it like how we do DUI,

10

Chairman. You're guilty till you prove yourself

11

innocent. So with vehicles and what not, let's

12

assume that, you know, you're guilty until you can

13

show to us that you're not the responsible

14

individual or entity that shouldn't be paying for --

15

for the cost to deal with that abandoned or derelict

16

vehicle, since you were the last name on the

17

official registration. Is that something -- an

18

option for us to consider?

19 CHAIR MOLINA: Ms. Fujita-Villarosa.
20 MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Well, I think that we still have
-

21

the problem of people removing the VIN numbers.

22

Well, the first issue is identifying who the last

23

registered owner is, and that's done by the VIN

24

number. I was just talking to Keith about maybe

25

seeking some advice from maybe like vehicle
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manufacturers or something that can tell us exactly

2

where all of the VIN numbers are on vehicles.

3

Because I've heard that they're located in areas

4

that not many people know about.

5

But again, you know, the police officer

6

mentioned to me that would probably require removing

7

parts froth the vehicle. So I don't know what all is

8

involved in looking for all of those VIN numbers,

9

but once you have the VIN number, then at least

10

Finance has a chance to -- you know, to, like you

11

said, hold -- if the last person on the registration

12

list denies, well, then, that's -- you know, we

13

would have to -- I don't know if we'd have to go to

14

court on it or what, but at least we would have a

15

person, you know, to hold responsible. But I think

16

that -- my understanding is that just getting that,

17

yeah, just finding -- just getting that person is

18

difficult because of the VIN numbers. And then of

19

course the resources and staff to do all of this,

20

you know, the researches, we really don't have it

21

right now.

22 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, well, thank you. I can -- do
23

share with you, Chairman, that an interesting

24

comparison is -- is Japan. You don't see old cars

25

on the road. And maybe I don't know if they have a
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1

law that says you cannot have vehicles over X amount

2

of years on the road. Maybe that's one way to

3

approach it down the future, we won't allow cars

4

over so many years old to be on the road, since

5

obviously that's the only -- I mean you don't see

6

like the testifier said, you don't see new cars

7

being abandoned. You don't see new cars being

8

derelicts. And, you know, maybe that's another way

9

to approach it.

10 CHAIR MOLINA: Desperate times may call for desperate
11

measures, as they say, huh? That is an interesting

12

suggestion. Any more questions, Mr. Hokama?

13 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: No. It's a big problem, Chairman.
14 CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you. Member Pontanilla, questions or
15

comments --

16 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: No.
17 CHAIR MOLINA: -- at this juncture? Okay. That being
18

said, Members, the Chair's recommendation will be to

19

defer this matter, and, however, continue to monitor

20

the situation as it's, you know --

21 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Oh, Chairman, one question, please.
22

I'm sorry.

23 CHAIR MOLINA: Member Hokama.
24 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Sorry about that. I thought before
25

you would consider to do the deferral. One of the
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1

testifiers mentioned something about like getting

2

appropriate license's and permits for storage of over

3

26 vehicles. Who would enforce that Hawaii

4

Administrative Rule or State statute? Would it be a

5

State department or would the -- the State just

6

assumes that the County will take that
responsibility and a County inspector, I don't know
from what agency, would be responsible for that?

9 CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Regan, you want -10 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I found it interesting that, you
11

know, the testimony's statement was we were told we

12

were the only licensed business, and I was going,

13

like, that's pretty interesting for an island that

14

has a lot of vehicles on it.

15 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, Mr. Regan, you want to go and
16

respond --

17 MR. REGAN: If I may.
18 CHAIR MOLINA: -- to Mr. Hokama's question?
19 MR. REGAN: Thank you, Mr. Chair. My understand is that
20

it's the State Department of Health that regulates

21

that particular industry. We have heard statements

22

similar to what was mentioned here-today, and we are

23

I believe currently -- Public Works is looking into

24

those statements to verify whether or not there is

25

validity in those statements. So I can't tell you
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1

whether or not those statements are true or false at

2

this point in time. However, we are --

3

Department -- Public Works is currently working with

4

the Department of Health to get that information.

5

So it is the Department of Health that I believe
regulates that industry and issues those permits,

7

and then also does follow-up inspections or what

8

not.

9 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right, right. So, Corp. Counsel,
10

if -- if the statement was true -- and I understand

11

the need to verify and confirm -- and there is that

12

situation, is that a zoning violation and can the

13

County then file -- file a violation and get fines

14

or whatever for that zoning violation?

15 MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Well, I think there are two
-

16

separate issues. Just because someone doesn't have

17

the proper State permits to operate a vehicle

18

storage facility, I don't think that necessarily

19

means it's a zoning violation, because, you know,

20

zoning has to do with land use. So it may be -- it

21

may be allowed under the, you know, zoning laws, but

22

in addition to it being allowed as a land use -- as

23

a type of activity permitted on that type of -- on

24

that property, they still have to, you know, have

25

the next -- follow the next step, which is getting
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properly permitted by the State. So -- and I

2

don't -- I don't know what the State -- if --

3

assuming that it's true, that there are -- that you

4

need to have some kind of a license or a permit, I

5

don't know if the State looks at the zoning before

6

they issue this type of approval or not, but I think

7

they really are two separate issues.

8 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: It just was a curiosity for me,
9

Chairman. Thank you.

10 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Hokama.
11

Mr. Regan, one quick question that just came

12

to mind. Earlier we heard from some testifiers

13

about abandoned vehicles out in the Kihei Elementary

14

School area and I believe Lokelani Intermediate.

15

Can you comment on that?

16 MR. REGAN: Certainly, Mr. Chair. The County's authorized
17

to take -- pick up vehicles along its roadways. We

18

are not, however, authorized to recover abandoned or

19

derelict vehicles off of private property. So that

20

is, I think, in the instances that were mentioned by

21

the various two testifiers in regards to I believe

22

Lokelani, across from Lokelani School and then also

23

I believe in a shopping center in Kihei,

24

unfortunately those locations are priVate property

25

and we are unable to recover those vehicles per
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1

ordinance, so just thank you for allowing me to make

2

that clarification.

3 CHAIR MOLINA: So in the event a citizen sees a potential
4

safety hazard that's occurring on someone's own

5

private property that could imperil I guess the

6

lives of, you know, say, schoolchildren or anybody

7

within that area, then they would I presume maybe

8

call -- contact the Department of Health?

9 MR. REGAN: I would say that's probably a -- that's a true
10

statement, a valid statement, Chair.

11 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Members -12 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman.
13 CHAIR MOLINA: Member Hokama.
14 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Just to verify, I think
15

Mr. English's still here, if it is a fire hazard, I

16

think the Fire Department would attempt by certified

17

mail to contact the private property owner and state

18

the hazard or the concern, and that if it were not

19

in a permitted time frame that the Department can go

20

and do the service on behalf of the private property

21

owner and assess the property owner those costs to

22

get the property cleared. I don't know if

23

Mr. English can verify that, but I thought the code

24

allows them under hazards.

-

25 CHAIR MOLINA: Lieutenant English, if you will.
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1 MR. ENGLISH: Okay. What the Fire Department can do, we
2

have the -- called brush abatement. We have the --

3

we write out certified letters to like overgrown

4

brush that is a fire hazard. To my recall, we never

5

did do any vehicle removal for fire hazard. Per our

6

code, abandoned vehicle's not really a fire hazard.

7

It's metal. Really doesn't burn. We pretty much do

8

like overgrown brush in the area. We had several

9

calls of overgrown brush around places in Kihei that

10

have junk cars. I mean, we made the people clean up

11

the grass around the junk cars, but we cannot really

12

do anything about the cars that was sitting there.

13 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So that wouldn't apply with the
14

concern for engine, transmission oil, remnant gas

15

within the gas tank itself, that wouldn't qualify as

16

a sufficient enough hazard for fire?

17 MR. ENGLISH: In my eyes and your eyes it probably is, but
18

in our Fire Code we cannot -- our Fire Code states

19

fire hazard are being dry and combustible brush or

20

combustibles, so basically the oils are in the gas

21

tanks in stored containers, and like I said, we

22

really cannot consider that a hazard.

23 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Corp, Counsel, that would be now
24

under the jurisdiction of the Fire Commission to

25'

consider a rule, since the -- Mr. English stated the
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1

way it's being interpreted that wouldn't be

2

considered a fire hazard?

3 MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: I don't believe those are set forth
4

in rule. I think they're -- I'm not sure if it's

5

State law or County -- are you talking about brush

6

abatement ordinance?

7 MR. ENGLISH: (Inaudible).
8 MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: Yeah, I think it's in County Code,
9

but the other option is to utilize -- Lito just

10

mentioned to me we also have the litter control, you

11

know, section in the code that can also be utilized.

12 COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. I just was curious,
13

Chairman. Thank you.

14 CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
15 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Mr. Chair, I got a question.
16 CHAIR MOLINA: Member Pontanilla.
17 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, in regards to that
18

question regarding the Kihei School, do we send our

19

people out there to investigate if it's on County

20

property or in private property? And if it's in

21

private property, do we notify the Department of

22

Health at the time or we just let it go?

23
24

CHAIR MOLINA: I guess we

whoever wants to take it.

Mr. Regan or Mr. Arakawa?

25 MR. REGAN: I can address it from the Finance side.
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1 CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed, Mr. Regan.

2 MR. REGAN: For -- just from Finance's. We don't -- we
3

actually don't have inspectors. We don't have

4

personnel that actually go out and, you know, do

5

inspections for abandoned vehicles and derelict

6

vehicles. We're not funded for that. We don't have

7

the positions for that, so that's at least from our

8

side. I'm not sure if Public Works -- but I'll

9

allow Milton to answer.

10 MR. ARAKAWA: Councilman Pontanilla, I think the question
11

that's raised is a complex one for us because if the

12

vehicle's on private property, we do have a

13

provision of the code that may apply, and this is

14

the community beautification ordinance, but

15

primarily it applies to -- we've taken that to mean

16

basically properties that are just overgrown, just

17

all kinds of junk on the property, including --

18

including could be junk cars and abandoned cars, et

19

cetera. If you're looking at like a private

20

property across from, say, a school, you've heard

21

some of the issues that have been raised earlier

22

about property owners where these cars just simply

23

appear on their property. If we enforce the

24

community beautification ordinance, we would hold

25

the landowner responsible for removal, so that means
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1

we would transfer the cost of that removal to the

2

owner of that property, although the owner may not

3

have been responsible for that abandoned car there.

4

So we -- we really haven't done that type of

5

enforcement.

6

One way in which we have addressed it is

7

through a grant with Community Workday, and they

8

have been very helpful in removing these derelict

9

vehicles from private property, especially private

10

property as it is visible from public rights-of-way.

11

But as Keith mentioned, you know, Finance just

12

basically takes care of the vehicles that are within

13

public rights-of-way. So if there is to be an

14

increased effort to take care of those properties

15

on -- I mean those cars that are on private

16

property, then we would need to consider perhaps

17

increasing grant funding to organizations like

18

Community Workday that can deal with that more

19

directly.

20 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, my concern is that
21

somehow we've got to get back to the property owner

22

to indicate of -- you know, the hazard of that

23

abandoned vehicle in a dry brush lot. And the

24

mechanism to do that, it seems like, you know, what

25

do we have in place to notify that property owner
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1

that, you know, that vehicle is in there and who do

2

we turn to to ensure that some enforcement is done

3

to remove the hazard, if any? You know, it could be

4

us. It could be the State.

5 MR. ARAKAWA: Yeah, again, it kind of comes down to, you
6

know, who is going to be paying the bill? And, you

7

know, if you have a property owner -- and they're

8

not only large property owners like HC&S or Maui

9

Land & Pine, but it could be just open tracks of

10

land where it may be unfenced and we find a number

11

of abandoned vehicles simply appear on those

12

properties, so if it's enforced, you know, basically

13

we would require the property owner to -- property

14

owner to remove it at their cost, although, you

15

know, they may not have been the party to actually

16

leave it there.

17 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Uh-huh, yeah, right.
18 MR. ARAKAWA: So I guess the question is whether we want
19

to have the property owner bear the cost or whether

20

or not the County through some other mechanism -- or

21

the State through some other mechanism bear that

22

cost.

23 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Corporation Counsel, any
24

comments to that as far as, you know, our liability?

25

We know about it. We didn't do anything. What
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happened?

2 MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: I don't -- I'm sorry, I don't -3

could you repeat the question?

4 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, you know, taking the case
5

of the Kihei School. We know about the hazard and

6

we know that when we remove something in private

7

property somebody got to pay for it, and if property
owner doesn't want to pay and we don't remove it,

9
10

you know, what is our -- what is the consequence for
the County?

11 MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: Well, I think what was stated
12

earlier was that the County doesn't have a duty to

13

remove items from private property, so the

14

responsibility is going to lie with the property

15

owner. And if they don't want people trespassing or

16

disposing of vehicles, then, you know, a lot of

17

property owners fence off their vacant lots, but the

18

responsibility would lie with the property owner,

19

private property owner.

20 COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. That's what I was
21

looking for. Thank you.

22 CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Any last
23

comments or questions for our resource personnel

24

today? Seeing none, the Chair would like to thank

25

everyone involved here today to give their insight
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on this matter. Obviously this is an ongoing

2

problem that will continue to need to be addressed.

3

The Chair would just like to share a few comments on

4

abandoned vehicles itself. I have noticed -- I

5

noticed after our first meeting in July immediately-

6

the -- a lot of abandoned vehicles were being picked

7

up. However, of late I've noticed a slight increase

8

again of abandoned vehicles being put out on our

9

roads, but I appreciate the efforts that the Finance

10

Department as well as our Police Department are

11

making to try and minimize this ongoing problem in

12

our community.

13

So with that being said, the Chair's

14

recommendation will be to defer this matter and

15

continue to monitor the situation, to, as well, take

16

into consideration the suggestion made by the

17

Corporation Counsel to amend the ordinance and give

18

the Finance Director additional authority to

19

establish rules for programs such as the buy back,

20

as well as the propane canister pick up. So that

21

will be taken into consideration, and when we do

22

bring this matter back, it is the Chair's hope that

23

this proposal will be completed by then. So with

24

that being said, any objections to the deferral?

25 COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
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1
2

COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.

3 CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Any announcements,

4

Members? Chair has one announcement. The Chair

5

would like to extend his appreciation to his

6

Staffers for Boss's Day. It's much appreciated.

7

Thank you for the beautiful lei, and also to the

8

Staff members of Member Pontanilla for the nice

9

refreshments for this event. And our Staff members

10

are much appreciated, I can say, for helping us to

11

do the work of the people. So I would just like to

12

pass that on to everyone. And to all of you who

13

have contributed and helped to address our problems

14

here in the community, much appreciated. And

15

members of the general public, your input for

16

today's matters was very much appreciated, and it is

17

definitely an ongoing educational experience.

18
19

So if there are no other announcements, this
meeting is adjourned. (Gavel).

20 ADJOURN: 10:50 a.m.
21
22
23
24
25
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